In 2015, the Gila River Indian Community (GRIC) had 25 low rent Current Assisted Stock Units located in North Western Pinal County Arizona; a community living in sub-standard, defunct housing whose progress as a community had stagnated. These homes, once vacant and condemned, flourished with a plan by GRIC to take the once desolate community and rebuild it from the ground up into an energy efficient, modern community in a relatively short time. These homes will benefit GRIC’s low-income program by increasing to the stock of homes in their current inventory.

GRIC’s unique mixture of diversity, professional knowledge, experience, and sheer dedication has created a cohesive unit that produces new housing services opportunities and quality housing programs for their low-income Tribal members. The quality of these services is a direct result of GRIC’s commitment to its Tribal members, the financial administration’s perseverance and a keen eye for detail which is emphasized by the exceptional audits, monitoring budgets, and meeting of all financial requirements. In addition, the housing services department’s holistic approach to their Tribal members is illustrated by their daily efforts and commitment to meeting the needs of their low-income Tribal Members.

For further information, contact:

Ms. Laurie Thomas, Acting Housing Director
Gila River Housing Department
P.O. Box 528
Sacaton, AZ  85247-0528
(520) 562-3927
Laurie.Thomas@GRIC.nsn.us